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Nathalie F. Anderson
Floating Gardens
1.

When they came to the island, they became
the people of the island, they became
the people of the lake. The land was lean
and the people were meager, but the lake
was deep with fish: their crush and fidget
rattled the reeds and churned the lily roots;
their jostle and flirt startled the water
into overlapping o's; when they slid
between the lily pads, they made the depths
shiver, like something swimming through a grave.
When they came for the fish, the reeds rattled
and the fish rippled away. But they were
the people of the lake: they cut the reeds,
they cut paths through the reeds, they cast the reeds
over the lilies until the lilies
sank with the weight. As they whisked the quick fish
free of the water, flailing like a heart
that gasps for its lost home, they became the
people of the blade. They cut the channels
deep, they banked the silt. The reeds and lilies
rotted away. But when the green arrows
of willow struck root there, they saw what they
must become: they saw the circles of jade,
they saw the temples step from the water
into the sun, they saw the mountain rise
like a lily and thrust out its petalled
heart, they saw the mist of flowers, they saw
the gods rain down. Blood snakes through water and
earth quakes, but the splitting seed will anchor you:
stand steady, floating on your flowering heart.
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2.

When the step-child was alone, a white bird
sang to her from the willow. If you can
braid your hair, it sang, you can braid these boughs;
and she did: she cut the tender withies,
whippy and green, and she braided them thick
as her thumb. The bird twittered. If you can
twist a rope, it sang, you can weave a cup;
and she did: she crossed the braids of willow
and wove the supple withies round and round,
the web tight, the wattle strong. If you can
dig a grave, the bird sang next, you can
fill a net. Well, she did that too. She stole
heart in mouth to her mother's grave, she wept
hand to heart to soften the earth, she dug
fist over hand, and the basket was filled.
If you can cry a river, it sang now,
you can launch a boat.
You know how it ends,
don't you? How it rode low in the water,
tipsy and precarious; how it sailed
to a far country; how it rooted there;
you know what fruit grew on that tree; you know
who plucked that fruit; you know the palaces,
the singing birds. But here is something you
may not know: in spite of everything the
bird taught her--celestial navigation,
propagation, duty, riddling, basketry-she never believed she would get away,
never believed she would root herself or
fling her branching heart in air, though this
outlandish story nearly always comes true.
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Notes:
"the circles of jade," "the flowery mist": from a Nahuatl poem describing
the chinampas of Tenochtitlan, translated by Michael D. Coe
from Miguel Leon-Portilla's Los Antiguos Mexicanos a traves de
sus Cronicas y Cantares, and quoted in Coe's Mexico From the
Olmecs to the Aztecs, Thames and Hudson, 1994.
"mountain, water": according to Coe, a Nahuatl double epithet (in
which paired nouns imply "a third, inner meaning"), "atl,
tepetl," signifying "city"; in this system, "in xochitl, in cuicatl,"
"flowers, songs," signifies "poetry."
"the gods rain down": from the "Song of Xochipilli," Lord of Flowers;
quoted in Irene Nicholson's A Guide to Mexican Poetry Ancient
and Modern, Minutiae Mexicana, 1968, in a chapter exerpted
from her Firefly in the Night: A Study of Ancient Mexican Poetry
and Symbolism, Faber, 1959.
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